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Search for lost pharaoh
Yesterday,22nd
November 1922
Howard Carter
finally discovered
lost pharaoh
Tutankhamen's
tomb which has
been waiting to be
found for over
3000 years.
Now here's the
Story.
Howard Carter was
working with
Theodore Davis
trying to find all
the pharaohs
tombs. One day
Carter tripped over
a step in the sand
so he asked people
to make a staircase
down until they
found a wall so
Carter broke a
small hole in the
wall to let out any
poisonous gasses
out. Carter said to
Davis “it’s been
robbed!” “YOU
FOOL!” answered
Davis .
Davis fired Carter
in anger after
calling him a fool.

Wonderful things”!
Answered Carter.
Then there was another wall that they had
to brake down.
Inside the wall was his tomb and
sarcophagus but they did not open the
sarcophagus because it would be a bit
Discussing to look at.
All is artifacts will be in the in the
Museum of Cairo and so will his mummy.

After that, Carter met
Lord Carnavon after
Davis said there is
nothing left to find so
Lord Carnavon
bought the permit. All
of a sudden, world
war one happened
from 1914-1918
which put Carter into
sadness. All the
digging started
again in 1919 so
Carter then hired
some people to work
in the Valley of the
Kings. One day a
young water boy
found a step with
some mini
hieroglyphics on it.
A telegram was
Immediately sent to
Lord Canarvon
And a couple of days
later he came to Egypt
and Carter showed
him the step. After
that, it took 14 but it
was worth it. Carter
brook a small hole in
the tomb to let all the Tutankhamens sarcophagus and Carter
Poisonous gasses out Finding it.
of the tomb.
Caravon asked “see
any thing"?" Yes

